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Edit O – Wendy Carlyle
Since the last issue we seem to have supported more events than competed. Tony controlled the
White Rose and then we enjoyed two long weekends at JIRCs near Aberdeen and the JHIs in
Northumberland. It’s great being around the Juniors, they are so enthusiastic about their sport and
make great friendships across Squads and Nations. As for competing, we turned out for the
Compass Sport Cup at Tankersley and enjoyed our runs but guess who forgot to pack her spare
camera battery? So if anyone took any photos, please send them on for the next issue. At the
Shipley and Saltaire Urban Race we set off early doors to put out some controls which were not on
our courses. I had the first start and was enjoying keeping ahead until I made the fatal mistake of
setting off from control 8 before I started counting streets! By the time I relocated the pack had
caught up and it all went downhill from there, great fun though!
This issue feels a bit thin on reports and photos so please do consider writing a few words when you
next get to an event or you are up to something non-orienteering which would be good to share.
Thank you to this issue’s contributors and to Anna Chavez for drawing attention to Gruffalo
Orienteering available at Forestry Commission sites, great for families with small children. More
information can be found on: http://www.forestry.gov.uk/gruffalo-orienteering
Two things to action: If you receive a printed copy of Aire Affairs and no longer require one, please
let me know so I can take you off the mailing list and, if you have an article that you wish to go on
the AIRE website, send it to me at wcarlyle@gmail.com
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AA Archives
The caption on the front cover photo on my third issue as AA
Editor back in October 1991 would probably not get by the PC
Police these days! It shows Airienteers Stuart, Ian and Dennis
relaxing after their runs and the caption reads; ‘The Fit Young
Colts show their Airey Legs at Stickle Pike!’ I hesitate to add
that the caption was not mine!
Elsewhere in the issue, Chair Jeff Mason reported that 850
competitors took part in the Dales Trophy event on Kilnsey
organised by Tom Crowther with planners Ian Marshall and
Phil Turpin. The Carlyle Family tried out their new tent at the
White Rose; Guy Patterson was listed as a new Club member;
The Christmas Social Ceilidh was advertised to be held at St
Chad’s Church Hall, organised by Helen Cox and Rosie Mason;
Club sweatshirts cost £9; Chris Burden ended up to his neck in
brambles in a ditch during a night event trying to take a shortcut; Derek Smith’s report on the role of Equipment Officer listed 4000 tyvek control cards in eight
colours; Charlotte Ross was selected for the 5 Nations Competition and the JHIs; the Cox family
attended the World Champs in Czechoslovakia and a small group of Airienteers took part in the EPOC
Driathlon at Storthes Hall (5 mile run – 10 mile cycle – 4k orienteering). Hilary Allen (W45) was top of
the Club Ranking List and Tony was photographed emerging from a portaloo at the Scottish Six Days!
I think the Southern Reporter writer thought they were start gates!
Cover Photo: A glorious September day on the Chevin, taken by David Bowman. See his article on
organising the O-Lite Event in this edition.

Chair Affairs – Tony Thornley
Much has happened since the last AA as I hope you will have seen from the website. Even my legs
seem to be working a bit better than they were. I don’t want to duplicate my AGM review of the
year (read it on the website), so here are a few selected highlights
as well as some things your committee is thinking about.
I really welcome feedback from members but get very little. Any
mails to chair@aire.org.uk are guaranteed a response unless they
are rude or are telling me that one of my relatives has left me a
large sum for which I only need to mail my bank details. Or catch
me at an event (if you can keep up…..). Happy Christmas and
Good Orienteering to you all.
Junior Development
Simon Martland has made an excellent start as our part-time
Junior Development Officer. He provided introductory sessions for
over 500 primary children in NW Leeds earlier in the autumn. As a
result, over 100 people took part in the Esholt event, and there
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was even some spin off into the Saltaire event. Whilst things have shut down a bit with the short
days and colder weather, we now have a useful model going forwards: target schools in a locality
and link this to a good event/s.
We have decided to run two schools leagues in May/June. These will be after school and aimed at 711 year olds in primary schools in Wharfedale and North Leeds. They will culminate in a final,
probably at Golden Acre, in early July. We will need help to run these - it’s not many courses and it’s
easy terrain, but the complexities of lots of children, SI and the great outdoors mean the more help
the better. We appreciate that 4.30 to 6.00 will not be easy for many of you, but if you think you can
help, even if only occasionally, please let me know. This is our investment in the future of AIRE. Our
intention is that each of these events will be followed by a more traditional evening sprint race once
the schools’ races have finished.
Coaching
Two of our four coach trainees - David Alcock and Lindsey King - qualified a few weeks ago.
Congratulations to them both. With committee support, they intend to organise some specific
training activities in the spring. In view of the decline in support for the O-Lites, we intend instead to
provide coaching sessions, either separately or linked to events. The success of our recent coaching
weekend shows how much fun there can be in mutual support, challenge and mentoring. I just
about managed to give a running (well, stumbling) commentary on my route across some tricky
Lakes terrain whilst others demonstrated how to relocate off the edge of the map. A programme will
be published shortly - and we intend to repeat the autumn coaching weekend in 2017.
Performance
Well done to all those who represented England (and Wales) in the autumn Home Internationals.
Well done also to all of you who turned out for the CSC Final at Tankersley. We finished sixth which,
given our limited representation in one or two classes, was good going. It re-emphasises how much
more we need to put into junior development if we are to compete with clubs like FVO and SYO.
BOC2019
Y&H are due to host the British Long Distance and Relays in 2019. Your committee felt that we were
well placed to host these events and have made a provisional offer. We have a very good reputation
for staging big events and we have good relay and adequate long distance terrain. We appreciate
this will make additional demands on members, but it should provide good competition in good
terrain, and other Yorkshire clubs have agreed to help out. Provisional plans are to hold the events
on the early May Bank Holiday weekend (knowing it be the same w/e as the Tour de Yorkshire), with
an urban race, the long distance race in the Dales and the relay in Middleton Park in Leeds. We will
soon need to find some lead volunteers for various roles - if you are interested please let me or Chris
Burden know.
Events
I tend to take for granted the weekly programme of activities so I wanted to acknowledge the quiet
work behind the scenes of many members in keeping Tuesday runs, Wednesday evenings and
Saturday events going, sometimes with limited help and low turn-outs. These activities are
appreciated and are vital to the health of the club. I encourage you to try the Night Score League
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events on Wednesday night. They are fun and you can do as much or as little as you wish. The
Roundhay Park event (14 Dec) will be followed by a social at the Roundhay Fox. Do come if you can.
O-Safe
British Orienteering has a helpful ‘O-Safe’ document covering Child Protection and Welfare
(https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/images/uploaded/downloads/OSafe%202015%20Summary.pdf).
Natasha Conway is acting as our Welfare Officer in Sue Stevens’ absence - any concerns or questions
you have relating to safety or welfare can be directed to her (and thanks to her for taking it on). You
will know from the current crisis in football how important Welfare is. Although orienteering is a
minority sport with almost no money or careers involved, there are still risks and we will do all we
can to minimise them. To this end, Natasha has agreed to produce some practical guidance for
members, and I will be asking members to adopt British Orienteering’s policies into our club
constitution in the immediate future. We will probably hold an EGM as an adjunct to one of our
normal committee meetings to approve this - more details to follow.
Mapping and planning
One of our strengths as a club has always been the range and quality of our maps. I am delighted
that we have
new mappers
and new areas
amongst our
fixtures, with
others in the
pipeline. Many
thanks to all
those who have
taken up the
challenge of
OCAD and
surveying, and
thanks to
support for this work from Chris Burden and others.
The planner training sessions are halfway through as I write. Over 20 of you are coming to the
second session. I hope these will lead to even better courses and fewer grumbles of too much climb
or hidden controls at events. Feedback so far has been encouraging. I will create a new Planning
Documents set on the website if you’d like to read my new guidance document, or related
references. (map above - planning long legs on Danefield; photos below - the pit - now you see it,
now you don’t. As far as possible controls should be visible with or without a competitor at them.
See next page.)
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EYOC 2016 – Jaroslaw, Poland – Lucy Haines
EYOC 2016 took place on the 1st -3rd July in Jaroslaw, Poland. We arrived late on Wednesday and
spent the next day training on a model area. This allowed us to see how they’d mapped the features
and whether they’d mapped all the detail or not.
Unusually the first day of competitions was the long race on the Friday, whereas usually the sprint is
first. I handled the heat well throughout my race and chose fast easy routes, meaning I made very
few mistakes. I came 14th which I was over the moon about. My goal was to have a clean run and
make no big mistakes and that’s exactly what I did!
The next day we woke up to yet another hot day, with temperatures reaching 32 degrees. This,
along with the spurs and gullies, made the relays physically very tough. On W18, Emma Wilson went
out on first leg. Laura King on second leg had a great run coming 10th fastest on her leg, whilst
running on her own. I had another solid run on 3rd leg and our team finished in 14th place.
After the relay we had a team meeting to discuss what went well and what we could’ve done better.
We thought about things we could do differently in our sprint race. We then had a party with all the
teams. We played football with the Norwegians and made some Austrian friends.
The next day it was time for the last race- the sprint! The area initially appeared to be relatively
simple but temporary barriers provided a challenge, especially when choosing route choices. The
barriers caught me out and I lost a lot of time. It was a disappointing race for me. However Laura
King came a fantastic 17th in W18. By the end of the weekend, Great Britain had two athletes on the
podium, with Grace Molloy in 4th and Ali Thomas in 5th.
Thank you to all the coaches and to everyone who helped to fund this trip and thank you to my
coach Nick Lightfoot who put in a lot of time to help me.
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Lagganlia Tour - Evie Conway
In the last issue of Aire Affairs, I asked Evie some quick questions about her experiences on the
Lagganlia Tour during summer. Since then Evie has had time to write a more detailed report.
Lagganlia is a week-long orienteering training camp near Aviemore in Scotland for top year M/W14s
and some M/W16s. It has been a goal of mine for a very long time, and I was really pleased when I
found out that I was selected.
The train journey to Aviemore was a long and tiring one, but as I met up with some of the other
athletes in Edinburgh, including my friend Laura Harrison (also from Yorkshire), it wasn’t so bad and I
got to know some new people. We were taken to the Lagganlia Outdoor Centre on a minibus, then
shown to our rooms. After this we did some exercises to get to know each other- which mostly
involved throwing teddies across the room saying names. It was quite funny and by the end of the
day we could put a face to every name.
This year was unusual as there were 14 boys and only 7 girls- but it was quite good in a way because
all of us girls became good friends and we were always all together.
Day 1: We had a reasonably early start on Sunday to fit in a
morning load of training at Uath Lochan – an area which, like
most, was not far from the centre. We practised drills and worked
out our 100m pace on a track and in terrain to start off. Then we
got into our groups – mine being me, Rosie Spencer, Peter Molloy
and Matthew Gooch. We were coached by Roger and Pippa. We
did courses to improve bearings and aiming off. I was shadowed
for the last half of aiming off by Pippa, and by Roger on Bearings.
This meant they could give me useful feedback to help me
improve. We finished at Uath Lochan with a star relay to utilize
our skills in a competitive format. Unfortunately, my team had an
issue because my teammate didn’t put our little cow toy at a
control (he guessed and threw it) and he had to show me where it
was – losing us lots of time. However, it was still a fun experience.
After going back to eat our sandwiches, we were driven to a new area- the checkerboard at
Inshriach. We used a very small scale map and, combined with the difficult area to relocate in, it
meant we had to keep our focus and the exercise was designed to work on not getting distracted. It
was a fun day and we were starting to get to know each other.
Day 2: We were driven to Loch Vaa in the morning, where we started with a map walk in our groups
to help us understand the area. The open area was very vague and it was quite hard navigating
through the courses we picked out, however the small area of wood was quite nice and easier. We
were focusing on simplification today- meaning we had to try make the legs easier. We also
practised a little map memory.
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For the afternoon we moved to North Granish- a similar area. We completed our sketch map
courses. Drawing the maps ourselves meant we only needed to put on the detail we felt was
necessary- simplifying the legs. Mine was quite successful in the end. We put the skills into practise
in a relay around the area.

Day 3: For the third day we went to an amazing area of forested sand dunes called Roseisle. It was
an hour and a half drive- but definitely worth it. Here we practised more simplification, focusing on
using attackpoints and catching features. We also did a control pick and long legs course. I was
starting to get quite tired out by this point. We did an odds and evens relay where we had two maps
and had to get all the controls between the three of us. Finally, we did a short race up and down two
sand dunes with two people racing in opposite directions. I somehow managed to get the fastest
time out of the girls for this. To top off a really nice, but tiring training day, we went over to the
beach for a bit of fun.
Day 4: The fourth day was known as the rest day- but I don’t think it qualifies to be that. We began
the day with the Lagganlia Sprint Champs qualifiers on Moor of Alvie. They had a silent start and
quarantine to get us used to pressured race situations. It was an interesting course with butterfly
loops. I didn’t find it to be much of a sprint in the bilberry bushes, but it was short and fun. I finished
fourth- qualifying for the A final. The final was held at Badaguish outdoor centre with the same set
up and focus on race preparation. I finished in 3rd- medal position! After the race we all had a go on
some rings across the river- most of us falling in. Then we went swimming in a nearby Loch. It was
freezing! We finished the day with a short trip into Aviemore where all us girls went for a much
needed hot chocolate.
Day 5: This day was when all the difficult training started to hit. We were all really tired. The day
started off with time trials – 1k along a track and 1k in terrain. The terrain one nearly killed me.
After this we did some map memory and talk-O exercises to make us think about our route choice
and to simplify it to make it easier. I also did a two-minute sketch map which I actually drew and
executed quite well- it was probably better than my 20-30 minute one from the second night, which
shows my improvement. It started to rain during training for the first time all week- which was
pretty good going. After this we moved on to the peg relay which was a fun one. All in all, it was a
fun day, but we were a bit wet, cold and tired by the end.
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Day 6: Today was the day of the allimportant Lagganlia Classic race- the
perfect opportunity to put all the skills we
gained into practise. Again we
experienced silent starts and quarantine.
It was a very technical course with tough
undergrowth and a lot of contour detail. I
made a mistake on number one, which
was a bad start, but I picked up after that.
That was until no.3 where I messed up
because I got distracted. I was quite
annoyed with myself but I tried to carry on
normally. I finished the course in 55
minutes, taking second place. Lizzie,
however, did around 45- only 4 minutes
behind Julie Emmerson who is a GB
athlete from JWOC this year. I really
enjoyed the course and the technicality.
We came back to the centre to do a fun
balloon relay- me and one of my
teammates both popped it on our first leg, but we weren’t disqualified because we didn’t pop it a
third time. After tea we had the camp awards, a little Lagganlia Olympics with fun events, while we
tried not to be bitten to death by midges.
Lagganlia was an experience I could do again and again. It was so much fun- and it was great to meet
everyone else in my year. I’ve made some really good friends and we are all counting down the days
to when we will next see each other at the JIRCs! I am really pleased with how I’ve improved my
orienteering and I also feel a lot physically fitter. I did over 40km during the 6 days of training and
racing.
I have to say a huge thanks to all the coaches and especially those who organised the tour. Also a
huge thanks to the cooks, who never failed to provide us with delicious meals throughout the week.
I also want to thank my club (AIRE) and the Jack Bloor Fund for providing me with funding towards
the tour. Photo credits to Wendy Carlyle.
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My DofE Diamond Challenge – Liz Davies
I have led many DofE groups in the schools I have been in for many a year but I never had the
opportunity to do my own DofE. When the Diamond Challenge was launched for the
60th anniversary of the Duke of Edinburgh Award I thought – go for it! The first part of the challenge
was to decide exactly what I would do … however that did not take too long. I had always thought
about doing the Bob Graham Round (but not in 24 hours please note) and decided that this was the
year to do it.
I scoured the net for information, bought the map tried to decide on how best to split it up into
sections. In DofE style I was going to back pack it and thought that doing it over five days would be
manageable. I came up with a slight cheat at first – I was going to do BnB in Threlkeld for the first
night and Pete was going to drop my tent etc. off at the BnB on the way home from the Lakes – as
we planned a weekend in the Lakes beforehand. Then his aunt who lives in Grasmere offered me a
bed for night number two – how could I refuse? This meant that for the first two days I could travel
relatively light and pick up the camping gear for day three onwards. Meals were thought through
carefully, clothes and kit sorted, running training done beforehand and finally the weekend arrived.
Weather forecast looked good. We dragged the caravan off to a lovely site above Keswick – Irton
House Farm – peaceful with beautiful views. Now, planning to climb for two days beforehand is not
the best preparation, particularly when one day meant a 1.5 hour walk-in and then a 2 hour ridge
walk down with a heavy climbing sack. By the time I started on the Monday my legs already had
done some walking.
It was not an auspicious start… I got lost in Keswick at the
start and ended up by going in a circle. I cleverly thought I
knew where I was going and didn’t check it out beforehand.
Eventually, with the help of Pete I got off on the route up
Skiddaw – one long slog to the top from which I could see the
next top – Great Calva in the distance.
For this stretch I followed an obvious BG path across the
moor. It was very bleak and hardly anyone around. Getting
to the top here meant I was two thirds of the way round;
Blencathra beckoned. Off I trogged until I finally made the
top of Blencathra at about 5.30 but then I still had to get to
my BnB down Halls Fell Ridge which took quite a bit of care at
the top. Much better to go up than go down. I finally arrived
at the Brambles BnB at 7pm. Tired but pleased with Day One.
After a good meal at the pub I hit the sack and slept like a baby.
Day Two was excellent. From Thelkeld it was 1 hour 40 minutes of a slog to get to the top of Clough
Head but then the tops came and went swiftly -there were so many of them; it wasn’t me travelling
particularly fast. It was another long day 10 hours to the road near Dunmail Raise where I was
picked up then enjoyed a lovely meal with Pete’s Aunty Moe.
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So – I had now done four days’ worth of activity. I picked up
my very full sack and the realisation that the rest of the BG
round was not going to happen crystalized. My legs were
tired, I had a sore knee and the thought of carrying that sack
for the next three days was daunting, particularly as the next
section to Wasdale meant that if I did have difficulty with my
knee and had to bail out it would have been much more
difficult. I decided that a review was the best option but
that didn’t mean the end of the project. In true DofE style I
decided to walk from Chapel Style to Staveley where Pete
was going to pick me up. This would be my very own DofE
Bronze expedition as I would camp overnight at
Hawkshead. The hill work was much less than what I would
have done had I carried on and although I was tired and sore
I didn’t want to give up entirely. The weather was amazingly hot in the Lakes – not so back in
Baildon according to my sister, and so I carried on regardless and completed my (amended)
challenge.
I have not given up the idea of finishing the BG round – Pete and I will do it all being well in light
weight Karrimor style rather than DofE style.

Stiles for our Races in the Dales – Guy Patterson
Our races held on areas such as Malham, Flasby Fell and Kilnsey are made possible using stiles.
These stiles, which are stored in Littondale, are brought out and fixed in position for the race, then
taken down and returned to store.
I am looking for a team of volunteers to help with
distributing stiles for the Dales Weekend in
September 2017.
There are three roles:





Getting the stiles out of the store onto the
moor to a drop off point, and later, back to
store.
Moving the stiles to the walls.
Fixing the stiles over the walls.

I need several volunteers to carry stiles across the
fields, to the walls.
I need at least two volunteers to fix stiles over the
walls.
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I will continue to maintain and construct stiles as required, and arrange the dropping off and
collection by vehicle. I will also demonstrate how stiles are fixed in position over dry stone walls.
I will very much appreciate help with the stiles.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch.
My home number is 0113 2292201.
By email, airestiles@outlook.com

Chevin O-Lite – David Bowman
It was a glorious day as I was
putting out controls on the
Chevin, with the sun filtering
through the trees onto the
massive boulders. The event
clashed with the Todmorden
Urban Race, so only a few
Airienteers opted to run in one
of our tough local forests at its
late summer best. But we got
lots of newcomers, some of
whom found us on the day and
decided to turn their walk into
something more exciting by trying the free Yellow course. The Green course was described as
"brutal" (by more than one person!) and as "like a short Black course". Goes to show that O Lite
events can be as physically and mentally challenging as Sunday races.
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Compass Sport Cup Final Report – and a sign-off from your captain
by David Alcock
Airienteers remain established as one of the UK’s strongest clubs after our sixth place at the recent
Compass Sport Cup Final. The event also marked my last time as captain after about eight (?) years
in the post, having answered the call for a new club secretary (little does the committee know what
they have let themselves in for!). So I thought I would share some thoughts about being captain
whilst illustrating them with references to the final. (Full results can be found on the SYO website,
and a nice round-up of the event and planner’s comments are also in the recent edition of Compass
Sport magazine.)
We have superstars but we also have strength in depth
Over recent years we have fielded a strong team at most finals,
and we are a rare club who really does have strength in depth.
Of course, we have our superstars, who should be congratulated
for turning out to these club races year after year, even if the
timing might not coincide with their ideal training programme,
and even if I ask our older juniors to run shorter courses that
they would like to run. This year the class winners were Laura
King and Peter Haines; Joe Woodley was second in his class and
Lucy Haines and Evie Conway were third in theirs. But we also
have strong club runners, who in many cases have travelled up
and down the country every year to turn up for their club, and
who sometimes miss fell or other fixtures to do their best for
AIRE – Steve Webb is a case in point. The older competitors,
especially those in their 70s, also deserve a mention, as their
courses often only give them a small taste of competition areas, and yet their scores have been
important.
(Photo is of Ian Marshall coming in to the finish and earning 65 pts towards our CSC total, on the
Blue course - Ed)
The Regional Round is crucial
It is always important to thank the members who compete at the regional round. Sometimes this is
held further away than the final, often in worse weather conditions (it’s usually in February), and
sometimes in rather grotty areas of forest. Your club is eternally grateful!
There are always club members who will step in and help out
I have missed a couple of regional rounds due to other commitments, and couldn’t hang around at
another, on the day before we moved house. On all occasions, club members have stepped in to
collect fees and co-ordinate the teams. Ian Marshall deserves a special mention here, as he has also
helped by driving minibuses etc. Peter Haines is the another person who deserves a thank you, as
he has helped me cajole people into coming to various events, and he sent me reminders and hints
of who to target in the weeks leading up to them. Finally, the three (I think) treasurers who I have
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exasperated deserve a mention too, as I try to reconcile lists of payees and debtors (note to
competitors though – cash on the day is still often the best bet for harried captains!).
As a club we tend to be best on open fell terrain, in terrible weather, and when the event is up
north
Is this why we won at Teviothead in 2013?
What a high point for the club – clinching
the title from LOC when we had even
further to travel than them. And this final
also brings back bittersweet memories, as
it was the one when Rachel Majumdar,
who had just joined the club, had a great
run, capped by the fastest women’s run-in
split, and yet within a few weeks she
tragically lost her life in an avalanche. The
club can count ourselves lucky that we
were graced with her presence, and her
memory lives on in the minds of many of
us; we honoured her by inaugurating the
Rachel Majumdar ladies’ Golden Boot
trophy for the fastest women’s run-in in
every year’s final.
(Ed: This was my only photo of
Teviothead, taken on my return to the
carpark when the truly dreadful weather
had passed over!)
Get there early, put the tent up and keep the troops dry
I never learned this lesson. At one event all I had was my three man tent so members could chuck
their bags in it; I am surprised no-one chucked me in it and padlocked the zip! At the Tankersley
final, the icy glares that were shot at me from soaked team-mates as I approached the arena at
11am with the two Quechua tents could have sliced me in half. (I had the rather weak excuse of
waking up on a mattress at a friend’s house in Durham that morning after some 40th birthday drinks,
and not having had the foresight to ask someone else to take the tents.) I am often late. I am sorry.
I am not being malicious.
The Compass Sport Cup is not everything
In my time, we have done fairly well in JK Relays and, to a lesser extent, the British Relay
Championships. For example, Junior girls’ teams and the odd Men’s Super-Vet team have often
come away with podium positions. But in general, we have tended to not do as well as we have
done in the Compass Sport Cup. The people who have a reputation for mispunching or missing their
changeovers remain nameless, but I am happy to parade my ineptitude once again by recalling the
time that Ben Stevens and Ian Nixon got AIRE to third place in the Senior Men’s final in the New
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Forest a few years back, then they handed over to me. I kept the second place runner in sight for
the first couple of kilometres then the wheels came off and I spent 15 minutes on one control,
eventually bringing the team home in about thirteenth (an occurrence which did not escape the
noticed of the event commentator). Chris Burden has helped me out both on the day and in team
selection and deserves a thank you here, as does my predecessor Nick Jones.
Google Spreadsheets are a life (and time) saver
Thanks for bearing with me as I set up Google spreadsheets to cope with the various configurations
that event organisers have wanted entries to be made in. But despite the initial hassle in getting
these set up and disseminated, they save a lot of time and have enabled me to be really flexible as
competitors’ requests change in the time leading up to events.
So it is a final thank you from me, and I hand over to Pete Jones, who will no doubt take the club up
where it belongs!
(A HUGE thank you to David for so many years’ work in organising us all for these Club Events and
doing it with such good humour – Ed)

New Year’s Day Event – Bingley St Ives
This is just a heads up on our annual New Year’s Day novelty Score
event which Tony and I are organising in 2017 at Bingley St Ives.
No event flyer as yet, but it will follow the usual format and there
will be a social with food (please bring contributions and your own
cold drinks!) and a quiz etc afterwards at our house: 13 Moor
Edge, Harden, Bingley, BD16 1LB. Please watch the AIRE website for full details soon. In order to
ensure maps are available for all, please let us know you are coming by e-mailing me on
wendy.carlyle@btinternet.com or ringing 01535 273761. Ed.

Mass Start and Post Event Quiz – regulars at New Year’s Day Events - Ed
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Saltaire and Shipley Urban Race
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